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1 Introduction

The concept of genre is frequently invoked in multimodal analysis for a variety of reasons. In most cases, genre is used to describe multimodal phenomena and their properties. From a methodological perspective, it may be argued that genre is often used to circumscribe the analysed phenomenon. For instance, Held (2005, p. 193) describes magazine covers as a ‘contact-and-advertisement’ genre, whose function is to showcase the magazine’s contents and to attract the reader’s attention — a task which the proposed genre fulfills by using multiple semiotic resources. Tan (2010, p. 93), in turn, uses genre to characterise the multimodal features and the semiotic potential of websites as a form of digital media:

Newly emergent media such as internet web-pages — an innately hybridic genre that generates a multitude of intertextual possibilities by assembling texts from various modes and discourses (e.g. verbiage, image, sound, activity) that are then represented in multiple relations to one another ...

As the work of Held (2005) and Tan (2010) shows, genre is used to cover a wide range of multimodal phenomena, extending from specific page types within an artefact — a magazine cover — to particular forms of digital media, that is, websites. The question that immediately arises is whether genre can be theoretically useful, if the concept can be freely applied to such diverse examples without constraints and criteria.

Indeed, there are growing concerns that genre has not received the theoretical consideration it warrants. Although the previous work includes both theoretical explorations (Lemke 2001, 2005; van Leeuwen 2005) and methodological proposals
(Baldry and Thibault 2005; Bateman 2008), in many cases the concept of multimodal genre lacks a solid theoretical foundation due to the scarcity of empirical research and analytical scrutiny. The lack of a definition with firm boundaries is of concern, because the concept is often tasked with abstract description of complex multimodal phenomena — that is, the entire artefact or situation — without the required theoretical foundation.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the current research on multimodal genre, beginning with the initial linguistic models of genre and then moving towards the state-of-the-art in multimodal research. I emphasise the position of genre in multimodal analysis, because a well-formulated theory requires establishing the relations of genre to other central theoretical concepts such as medium and mode. In this chapter, the discussion of genre is limited to static multimodal artefacts in print media: I will begin by tracing some of the functions that have been traditionally assigned to genre.

2 The underlying theories in genre research

As several influential multimodal theories draw on both social semiotic and systemic functional theories of language (cf. Halliday 1978; Halliday and Matthiessen 2004), it is necessary to consider how genre has been described in these theories. Firstly, the motivation for deploying genre needs to be established. Bateman (forthcoming, p. 2) identifies three broad purposes:

1. comparing texts and events, and describing their properties,
2. describing the expectations that genre creates for the reader,
3. describing the social functions of genre.

The above points have been extensively investigated in linguistic studies of genre (see e.g. Miller 1984; Ventola 1987; Swales 1990; Bhatia 1993; Hasan 1996; Christie and Martin 1997; Lemke 1999; Martin and Rose 2008). The detailed description of each point is not feasible here due to limitations of space; I simply wish to underline that all of the above points are still relevant for multimodal genre. However, novel approaches are required if we wish to extend genre analysis from linguistics to multimodality.

This brings us to the second point of consideration, that is, the structure of linguistic genre. Traditionally, the structure of genre has been considered linear and staged. In both spoken and written discourse, genre is seen to unfold through multiple stages, which work towards accomplishing the intended social function. However, the principle of linearity becomes problematic when the analysis is extended from a purely linguistic environment to a multimodal one. It appears
that the linear principle applies mainly when linearity is essential for interpreting multimodal discourse, such as in serial graphics (Holsanova et al. 2009, p. 1223).

There have been propositions to reinstate the principle of linearity by moving away from the artefact structure and towards the observer (Bateman forthcoming, p. 4). For instance, van Leeuwen (2005) proposes that multimodal artefacts act as an environment for the genre. In this environment, the notion of a reading path could be used to trace the hypothetical, linear path taken by the observer to accomplish the social function performed by the genre. However, there is considerable evidence that visual perception is largely task-driven and unlikely to follow a strictly predefined pattern, which contests the notions of linear, observer-based approaches to the study of multimodal genre (cf. Hiippala 2012b).

To conclude, it appears that the principle of linearity cannot be used to establish reliable criteria for genre analysis, which would support sequential staging in multimodal artefacts. While the attempts to define the social functions of genre remain largely valid, the absence of linearity or any other principle leaves us with few analytical tools to identify genre structures. Consequentially, genre currently appears as a grey area between the social function of a multimodal artefact and its structure. At the same time, the concept of genre can be useful only when it is defined clearly with sufficient analytical constraints and when its relations to other theoretical concepts are clearly stated.

In order to work towards a definition of genre, the first step is to identify where to look for genre structures. Bateman (forthcoming, p. 3) suggests that genre is a ‘multi-stratal’ phenomenon, which means that the ‘semiotic work’ required for deploying a genre involves making choices on several strata. Martin (1999, p. 38-39) has proposed a similar principle for language, which he calls metaredundancy. According to Martin (1999, p. 38), “genre is a pattern of register patterns just as register patterns represents patterns of language patterns”, that is, linguistic genre metaredounds with register, and register metaredounds with language.

In monomodal contexts, describing the contribution of different strata to genre is by no means a simple task due to various approaches to language (and genre), which have their own theoretical frameworks and concepts, and their interrelations (cf. Martin 1997; Biber and Conrad 2009; Dorgeloh and Wanner 2010). With the move to multimodality, the same principles of theory-building should apply to the definition of theoretical concepts, their interrelations and strata. For this reason, I will now move to describe the concepts relevant to multimodal genre.

3 Towards multimodal genre analysis

If multimodal genre is viewed as a stratified phenomenon, then we need analytical tools that could allow us to identify the semiotic choices that contribute to genre
structures on multiple strata. Moreover, we need to be able to do more than state that the artefacts deploy language and image simultaneously. We also need to say what language and image do in different contexts and how they do it. For this purpose, we need the concept of a semiotic mode to describe the structure and functionality of language, image, or combinations thereof in a given context. Only then it does become possible to proceed towards more abstract levels of description in genre analysis. It should be noted, however, that the concepts of a semiotic mode and that of a semiotic resource are still being developed (see e.g. Kress 2009; Elleström 2010). Due to restricted space and methodological focus, the current discussion focuses on the model proposed in Bateman (2011).

3.1 Rhetorical strategies

Before discussing the semiotic modes, the related concept of rhetorical strategy needs to be outlined. According to Bateman (forthcoming, p. 8), a broad definition of rhetorical strategy consists of the ‘communicative goal’ of an artefact and the contribution of the semiotic modes towards the realisation of this goal. In other words, rhetorical strategies are established means of doing particular kinds of communicative work by deploying and making selections in the available semiotic modes.

Previously, Lemke (1999) has suggested that artefacts with similar social functions may also be structurally similar: the aforementioned notion of semiotic mode allows us to capture and compare these multimodal structures. The structural properties of multimodal artefacts can then be described using a topology — a genre space — that describes the range of choices in the semiotic modes which realise a particular rhetorical strategy. Thus, the rhetorical strategies establish a space, which is populated by the genres that do similar communicative work (Bateman 2008, p. 223-225).

However, before we may proceed to discuss the abstract semiotic levels of genre or rhetorical strategy, we need a solid analytical tool to account for the deployed semiotic resources. Therefore, I will now turn to the notion of a semiotic mode.

3.2 Semiotic modes and media

Bateman (2011) proposes that a full-blown semiotic mode needs three strata: (1) a material substrate, which carries (2) the semiotic resources, whose interpretation is guided by (3) their discourse semantics. Firstly, the underlying stratum of a material substrate will be discussed shortly in connection with the notion of medium. Secondly, the semiotic resources are modelled as “paradigmatic systems of choice together a with syntagmatic organisation for re-expressing paradigmatic choices in structural configurations” (Bateman 2011, p. 20). This means that the
semiotic resources allow a range of choices, and the results of these choices may be then combined into structures. Thirdly, the stratum of discourse semantics guides the contextual interpretation of the semiotic resources: it directs the reader towards the correct interpretation in a given context (Bateman 2011, p. 21). I will now highlight aspects of both semiotic resources and discourse semantics using Figure 1.

Figure 1: An extract from Suomenlinna Seafortress in Helsinki (1988)

The location description in a tourist brochure, shown in Figure 1, is realised using both language and image, and therefore involves choices in both semiotic resources. Previous multimodal research on tourism discourse (see e.g. Hiippala 2007; Kvåle 2010; Francesconi 2011) has described aspects of the choices in lexico-grammar and their relation to the accompanying images. However, what needs to be understood in this context is that the visual-verbal description is a result of choices in both semiotic resources. Consider, for instance, the choice of mood in the linguistic structure, where declarative is preferred over alternative choices, such as imperative (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, p. 23). Similarly, choices in photography, such as camera angle and settings (aperture, exposure, focal length) contribute to the appearance of the photograph (for choices in image and typography, see also Lim 2004; O’Halloran 2008).

The following question is how the instances resulting from these choices are to be interpreted together? In the “back-and-forth” diagram (see Bateman 2011, p. 28-29) in Figure 1, the left-side domain of layout space is mapped with the domain of rhetorical relations on the right-hand side. The mapping relation $z$ indicates a relationship between the spatially proximate entities $e$ and $e'$ in the layout domain and their counterparts $z(e)$ and $z(e')$ in the rhetorical domain. In plain words, the spatial proximity of the photograph ($e$) and the verbal description ($e'$) indicates that they are to be interpreted together. According to Bateman (2009, p. 61), the
use of the layout space to communicate additional meanings is characteristic of a particular semiotic mode, which he refers to as page-flow.

In addition to page-flow, Bateman (2009) identifies two other semiotic modes in print media, which are termed text-flow and static image-flow. Text-flow is characterised by linear-interrupted text, much like this chapter: diagrams, images, tables and such may occasionally interrupt text-flow, but the two-dimensional space is not used to communicate additional meanings. This distinguishes text-flow from page-flow. Therefore, the discourse semantics of text-flow resemble a much reduced version of those outlined for language in Martin (1992). Static image-flow, in turn, organises graphic elements into meaningful sequences (cf. e.g. Figure 2 below and Hiippala 2012b, p. 323). These three semiotic modes are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Three semiotic modes: text-flow, image-flow and page-flow

Finally, we arrive at the concept of a medium and its relation to the semiotic modes. It was established above that a full-fledged semiotic mode requires a material substrate to carry the semiotic resources. Furthermore, the material substrate needs to be sufficiently controllable so that a group of users may put the material to ‘semiotic’ work. At the same time, it has to be noted that semiotic modes do not emerge suddenly, but instead they emerge when a suitable substrate comes available and develop over time (cf. O’Halloran 2009). Consider, for instance, the emergence of screen-based displays as a material substrate alongside page-based print media, whose predecessors have included parchment, papyrus and clay tablets. As Bateman (forthcoming, p. 12) writes:
[A] medium is seen as a historically stabilised site for the deployment of some selection of semiotic modes for the achievement of varied communicative purposes [...] it is possible for an unrestricted range of genres to be carried within [a] medium.

To exemplify, Bateman (forthcoming, p. 12) suggests that books constitute a medium in which several semiotic modes may be deployed. Another proposed medium is the newspaper, which has similar affordances in terms of semiotic modes (cf. Gibson 1979), but significantly different practices of consumption and distribution. Bateman (forthcoming, p. 12) also insists on a clear demarcation between (1) features that arise from the medium, such as page numbering, margins, etc. and (2) selections in the semiotic modes that contribute towards the genre structures in a multimodal artefact, which will be made explicit later in this chapter. This concludes the theoretical discussion of genre and related concepts. In the following section, I will show how the Genre and Multimodality model (hereafter GeM; see Bateman 2008) may be used to identify and capture aspects of genre structure in multimodal artefacts.

3.3 Identifying genre structures

The GeM model is a model of multimodal document structure which attends to several aspects of multimodal artefacts: the semiotic resources and their typographic and graphic features, the layout and its hierarchical organisation, rhetorical structure, and navigation. The model also comes with an XML-based annotation scheme for the creation of multimodal corpora. As the name of the GeM model suggests, genre is a foundational notion within the model, whose aim is to provide a consistent analytical method for describing and comparing multimodal artefacts. Because genre is considered a multi-stratal phenomenon, the GeM model provides multiple analytical layers that are cross-referenced in the annotation. A full discussion of each analytical layer is not possible here; the distinct layers and their contribution to the GeM model are listed in Table 1.

The model provides a list of Recognised Base Units (RBUs), which can be picked up in subsequent analytical layers (Bateman 2008, p. 111). According to the list of RBUs, sentences, headings, page numbers, list items, photographs, diagrams, etc. are identified as base units. The layout layer describes the hierarchical structure of the identified RBUs, their positioning in the layout, and their typographic or graphic features. The relationships between base units are described using an extension of Rhetorical Structure Theory (hereafter RST; see Mann and Thompson 1988; Taboada and Mann 2006). Finally, the navigation structure describes the structures provided to facilitate the use of the artefact.
Table 1: The layers of the GeM model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer name</th>
<th>Descriptive function</th>
<th>Analytical unit and examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base layer</td>
<td>Provides a list of base units that may be analysed as a part of other layers.</td>
<td>Base units: sentences, headings, drawings, figures, photos, captions, list items, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout layer</td>
<td>Groups the base units together based on similar properties in the three domains below.</td>
<td>Layout units: paragraphs, headings, drawings, figures, photos, captions, list items, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>The hierarchical structure between layout units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area model</td>
<td>The placement of layout units in a layout.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realisation</td>
<td>Typographical or visual features of layout units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhetorical layer</td>
<td>Describes the rhetorical relations holding between the identified rhetorical segments.</td>
<td>Rhetorical segments: base units with rhetorical functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigational layer</td>
<td>Describes the navigational structure by defining pointers, entries and indices.</td>
<td>Pointers, entries and indices: base units and layout units with navigation functions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hiippala (2012a, p. 108)

I will now illustrate how the GeM model may be used to identify multimodal genre structures, using the example shown in Figure 3. The data in Figure 3 were retrieved from a GeM-annotated corpus and visualised automatically using scripts developed for this purpose (Hiippala forthcoming). The upper part of Figure 3 shows the hierarchical layout structure of a double-page in a tourist brochure. The double-page is represented by the parent node in the centre of the diagram. From here, the hierarchical structure extends all the way to the child nodes on the outer circle, which consist of layout units such as headings, paragraphs, photographs, maps and so on (see Table 1). The layout units annotated as graphics are marked using colour. The lower part of Figure 3, which I shall explain shortly below, shows a part of the brochure’s rhetorical structure.

As Figure 3 shows, the layout structure of the tourist brochure is fragmented and has a deep hierarchy. In the most extreme case, reaching the outermost child
Figure 3: The layout and rhetorical structures in *Helsinki Visitors Guide* (2008) (Hiippala forthcoming, p. 220)
nodes requires a total of five steps from the centre node. Now, considering the layout structure and its functions — organising the content into larger structures and establishing part-whole relationships (Bateman and Schmidt 2012, p. 53) — we may ask what enables the reader to make sense of the complex layout structure in Figure 3? One possible answer may be found in the interaction between the layout structure and the rhetorical structure.

The layout structure is not arbitrary, but functionally motivated. The communicative function of a multimodal artefact defines its structure, which may be captured using the rhetorical layer of the GeM model. This can be seen in the lower part of Figure 3, which shows parts of the rhetorical structure and their relation to the layout structure. In this case, the bounding boxes around the RST structures indicate that the rhetorical segments belong under the same parent node in the layout structure.

On the left-hand side, we have a photograph and an accompanying caption, which participate in a RESTATEMENT relation. Structurally, this configuration of layout and rhetorical structures is close to the example shown in Figure 1, as their structure and spatial proximity in the layout indicate that they are to be interpreted together. Moreover, the photograph and caption elaborate a verbal description located elsewhere in the layout, as indicated by the RST structure on the right-hand side. This RST structure comprises an introductory sentence, which is complemented by travel and contact information using the relation of ENABLEMENT.

What is worth acknowledging here is that these kinds of rhetorical configurations may also be found elsewhere. For instance, the upper part of Figure 3 contains several layout ‘chunks’ with two child nodes, in which one of the child nodes is a graphic element. In most cases, these image-text combinations in the layout structure possess a similar rhetorical configuration: the same applies to the verbal descriptions which fulfil similar communicative tasks. It may be argued that this kind of patterning allows the reader to negotiate the complex layout structure.

The tourist brochures may prefer certain multimodal structures, while artefacts with different communicative purposes may rely on different types of structure (see e.g. procedural texts in André and Rist 1995; Martinec 2003). These patterned structures have evolved over time to perform certain communicative tasks, and they also respond to the reader’s expectations towards the multimodal structure of artefacts (see also Waller et al. 2012). Together, the configuration of these patterns may also signal how the entire artefact is to be interpreted. In the case of Figure 3, the fragmented configuration may encourage an interpretation using the discourse semantics of page-flow, which prefers a selective reading strategy, as opposed to a linear interpretation based on the semiotic mode of text-flow.
Finally, it is also important to note that not all tourist brochures are structured this way in terms of the layout and rhetorical structure. What we have accomplished here is simply a brief description of one possible configuration among many alternatives. And to account for these alternative structures, we need more data, preferably in the form of annotated corpora. For this reason, future work on multimodality and genre is likely to benefit from optical character recognition to speed up the creation of corpora and the development of concordancers for their exploration (see e.g. Thomas 2007, 2009; Parodi 2010).

Further reading
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